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A B S T R A C T   

Quality of interaction can enhance or constrain students’ mathematical learning opportunities. 
However, quantitative video studies have measured the quality of interaction with very hetero-
geneous conceptualizations and operationalizations. This project sought to disentangle typical 
methodological choices to assess interaction quality in six quality dimensions, each of them in 
task-based, move-based, and practice-based operationalizations. The empirical part of the study 
compared different conceptualizations with their corresponding operationalizations and used 
them to code video data from middle school students (n = 210) organized into 49 small groups 
who worked on the same curriculum materials. The analysis revealed that different conceptual-
izations and operationalizations led to substantially different findings, so their distinction turned 
out to be of high methodological relevance. These results highlight the importance of making 
methodological choices explicit and call for a stronger academic discourse on how to conceptu-
alize and operationalize interaction quality in video studies.   

1. Introduction: Heterogeneous ways to capture interaction quality 

Quantitative and qualitative research has shown that quality of instruction substantially influences what students can learn in 
particular classrooms (Brophy, 2000; Cai et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the authors of the international TALIS study emphasized that “ we 
are only beginning to understand what makes a difference in terms of quality teaching” (OECD, 2020, p. 14) and called for further 
striving for depth in the ways instructional quality is measured quantitatively. 

Whereas early quantitative coding protocols mainly captured surface structures of instruction such as activity structures (group 
work, seat work, and whole-class discussion; see Stigler et al., (1999) TIMSS video study) or teachers’ and students’ talk time (Flanders, 
1970), later coding protocols were successively extended to also capture deeper structures of instruction (Bostic et al., 2021; Praetorius 
& Charalambous, 2018). According to the survey by Hiebert and Grouws (2007), these deeper structures are shaped by various areas of 
instruction such as (a) emphasis on and time allocated for different learning goals and topics, (b) kinds of tasks and representations, (c) 
kinds of questions and accepted responses, and the nature of discussions. In this paper, we focus on measuring the quality of inter-
action, which is one particular area among areas (a)-(c), and others, for example, learning objectives, assessment methods, and activity 
structures. 

Classroom interaction has been defined as the ways in which teachers and students interact in the negotiations of meanings of 
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mathematical ideas (Bauersfeld, 1988). Many qualitative case studies on classroom interaction have unpacked how students learn 
mathematics by participating in groups’ processes of negotiating mathematical ideas as they are realized by communication 
(Bauersfeld, 1988; Walshaw & Anthony, 2008). 

When turning from in-depth qualitative research on interaction to quantitative research approaches for large video studies, the 
depth of analysis must necessarily be reduced (Pauli & Reusser, 2015). In various quantitative coding protocols, this has been realized 
in very heterogeneous ways (Bostic et al., 2021; Cai et al., 2020; Mu et al., 2022; Praetorius & Charalambous, 2018). Various re-
searchers have therefore raised concerns that this heterogeneity and also the missing transparency might impede the comparative 
interpretation of results of large video studies with respect to interaction quality (Cai et al., 2020; Praetorius & Charalambous, 2018; 
Pauli & Reusser, 2015). Although first examples have been given that different ways of measuring quality may not necessarily capture 
the same phenomena (Ing & Webb, 2012; Charalambous & Praetorius, 2018), no framework yet exists for articulating the differences 
in systematic ways. 

Therefore, this paper disentangles these (often implicit) heterogeneous conceptualizations (“what” to measure; Hiebert & Grouws, 
2007, p. 376; Praetorius & Charalambous, 2018, p. 538) and operationalizations (“how” to measure; Hiebert & Grouws, 2007, p. 376; 
Praetorius & Charalambous, 2018, p. 539) of interaction quality. The intent of this paper is to give a theoretical contribution and an 
empirical contribution to the highly y methodological discourse: We contribute theoretical constructs to systematically articulate 
differences in the conceptualizations and operationalizations that have so far only been discussed for some examples. On this basis, the 
empirical study pursues the following overall research question: To what extent do different conceptualizations and operationaliza-
tions of interaction quality capture the same or different phenomena? Even if the study’s findings might not be astonishing, they reveal 
evidence supporting the concept that the theoretical distinctions are of methodological relevance and are also worth being further 
considered for methodological decisions in other coding protocols. 

2. Theoretical disentanglement of different conceptualizations and operationalizations of interaction quality 

In this theory section, we suggest constructs for articulating differences in conceptualizations and operationalizations of interaction 
quality (being one out of several areas of instruction; Hiebert & Grouws, 2007). Drawing upon existing research on interaction, po-
tential conceptualizations of what to measure in interaction quality are systematized in Section 2.1, disentangled according to (a) the 
quality domains (including only the pure quantity of mathematical talk or aspects of mathematical or discursive richness of the talk) 
and (b) their focus on teachers’ intended activation, teachers’ enacted activation, or students’ participation. The brief literature review 
in Section 2.2 aims to show that all theoretically derived conceptualizations are addressed in some existing coding protocols, but with 
very different operationalizations, which we distinguish according to whether they are based in the tasks, the teacher moves, or 
collectively enacted discourse practices. 

2.1. Conceptualizations of interaction quality 

2.1.1. Theoretical underpinnings in qualitative case studies 
Since the seminal early interactionist work on mathematics classroom interaction (Bauersfeld, 1988), many qualitative case studies 

have outlined the significance of high-quality or low-quality interaction as key environments that offer or constrain students’ 
mathematical learning opportunities (Lampert & Cobb, 2003). Over three decades, a substantial body of qualitative case studies on 
mathematics classroom interaction have developed strong theoretical underpinnings for this significance and have provided deep 
insights into the interactive mechanisms in the co-construction of ideas and meanings, as shown by overviews in Lampert and Cobb 
(2003) and Walshaw and Anthony (2008). 

Based on these understandings of the complex mechanisms of interactions, the case studies also contributed to evaluating inter-
action quality and identified three main quality domains that enhance students’ mathematical learning opportunities:  

• Space for talk. Qualitative researchers emphasized that students need space for talk to actively engage with mathematics (Lampert 
& Cobb, 2003). As not every kind of student talk is expected to be equally productive for mathematics learning (O’Connor et al., 
2017), space for talk is only a prerequisite, as the richness of the talk is decisive.  

• Mathematical richness. Various studies have outlined that students’ have stronger learning opportunities when the interaction is 
centered around rich mathematical ideas and shaped by high cognitive demands (Walshaw & Anthony, 2008). In this context, 
mathematical richness involves a focus on conceptual understanding, problem-solving, or high cognitive demands posed by the 
tasks and maintained in the interaction (Henningsen & Stein, 1997; Hiebert & Grouws, 2007; Schoenfeld, 2014).  

• Discursive richness. Many qualitative studies have investigated the alignment of mathematical richness with the discursive richness 
of interaction, which can be characterized by “the respectful exchange of ideas, ... a sustained press for justification and expla-
nation, … orchestrate discussion and argumentation” (Walshaw & Anthony, 2008, p. 540). Discursive richness has also been 
described as exploratory talk (Mercer et al., 1999) and as being substantiated by the discourse practices in which students engage, 
which involve not only reporting procedures but also, in particular, explaining meanings and arguing about ideas (e.g., Barwell, 
2012; Erath et al., 2018; Moschkovich, 2015). 

Overall, qualitative in-depth case studies have revealed a high complexity of interactions and the mutual intertwinement of 
mathematical richness and discursive richness, but the findings have stemmed from only small samples and short extracts of 
interaction. 
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2.1.2. Quality domains and foci in conceptualizations for quantitative coding protocols 
In contrast to in-depth case studies of small extracts of interaction, quantitative studies on instructional quality have aimed at 

covering larger samples and longer extracts, so standardized coding procedures have been developed to capture instructional quality in 
large video data sets, including the particular area in view of this paper: interaction quality. 

One of the first quality domains being coded was students’ space for talk: already Flanders (1970) showed that teachers talked 2/3 
of the time in whole-class discussions. More recent studies have continued to capture students’ amount of talk and have revealed a 
large variance between classes and between individual students within classes (e.g., TIMMS video study, Hiebert et al., 2003; 
PYTHAGORAS study, Pauli & Lipowsky, 2007; Sedova et al., 2019). Repeated quantitative evidence has validated the hypothesis 
generated in case studies that talk time alone is not predictive for measurable learning gains: neither the average student talk time in a 
class nor the individual student talk time (Pauli & Lipowsky, 2007, p. 110; similarly in Inagaki et al., 1998). Later coding protocols 
therefore increasingly tried to also capture the quality domains mathematical richness or discursive richness of interactions, with 
different methodological decisions on what exactly to focus on. 

When quantitatively measuring mathematical or discursive richness of interactions, many coding protocol studies have been 
problematized to capture teachers’ actions for activating students, while neglecting students’ real participation beyond talk time 
(Charalambous & Litke, 2018; Erath et al., 2021; Praetorius & Charalambous, 2018), although these are structurally different phe-
nomena of supply and use (Brühwiler & Blatchford, 2011; Helmke, 2009). For example, some coding protocols have measured 
mathematical richness almost entirely using teachers’ intended activation, in other words, the demands of applied tasks or teacher 
moves, without taking into account the enacted demand, which means whether those intended learning opportunities were actually 
realized (e.g., TEDS-instruct, Schlesinger et al., 2018; review by Spreizer et al., 2022). In contrast, if the theoretical understanding is 
that interaction is interactively co-constructed by teacher and students (see the last section), the focus should also be on the teachers’ 
enacted activation in the interaction, meaning the extent to which students’ engagement corresponds to the intended demands. This 
was realized, for example, in Schoenfeld’s (2014) TRU scheme, which captured mathematical richness in the teachers’ offers and 
cognitive demand in the interplay of teachers’ prompts and students’ contributions. 

The teachers’ enacted activation mostly involves only class engagement, but the average student participation can substantially 
deviate from each student’s individual participation (Ing & Webb, 2012). Praetorius and Charalambous (2018) criticized many papers 
as having not clearly distinguished class participation and individual participation. We therefore differentiated three foci of interaction 
quality: teachers’ intended activation, teachers’ enacted activation in the interaction, and individual students’ participation (columns 
of Table 1). 

These three foci of interaction quality and the introduced three quality domains of space for student talk, mathematical richness, 
and discursive richness served as the theoretical constructs which allowed us to derive nine possible conceptualizations of interaction 
quality from the literature. These nine conceptualizations are systematized as entries in Table 1 spanned by quality domains for 
interaction (in rows) and foci of interaction quality (in columns). 

The quality domains do not capture totally different aspects of interaction quality but overlap as they all refer to mathematical talk. 
We decided to include space for talk as a starting point of classroom talk in our conceptualization as no space for talk involves no 
discursively or mathematically rich talk, but not all mathematical talk is equally important for learning (Howe et al., 2019). So far, the 
association between all mathematical talk (independent of richness) and mathematically and discursively rich talk has not gotten 
much attention (one exception was provided by Sedova et al., 2019). By including the space for talk, we can empirically investigate this 
relationship. Further, even though qualitative case studies have given many examples of overlaps of mathematically and discursively 
rich talk (e.g., Erath et al., 2018; Moschkovich, 1999; Walshaw & Anthony, 2008), their relation has rarely been quantified. A first 
quantitative study of their overlap indicated that they correlate, but not with very high correlations: Prediger and Neugebauer (2021) 
reported correlations of discursive demands with mathematical richness of 0.50 and with cognitive demands of 0.40 (with holistic 
operationalizations of these quality domains without distinguishing the teachers’ supply and the students’ use). This suggests the need 
to distinguish the quality domains analytically in order to quantify and scrutinize the expected overlap. 

In the following section, we will show that indeed, all these theoretically possible conceptualizations have been used in some 
existing coding protocols, with different names standing for the same conceptualizations or the same names for different conceptu-
alizations. So the introduced constructs of quality domain and focus might help to substantiate a systematic methodological discourse. 

Table 1 
Different conceptualizations of interaction quality by a combination of foci (in columns) and quality domains for interaction quality (in rows).  

Quality domains Teachers’ intended 
activation 

Teachers’ enacted activation in the 
interaction 

Individual students’ 
participation 

Space for student talk Offered space for student talk (e.g., by 
teachers’ questions) 

Class engagement in student talk Individual participation in student talk 

Mathematical richness Conceptual and other high cognitive 
demands and supports (e.g., by tasks, 
representations, and teachers’ moves) 

Class engagement in rich 
mathematical (e.g., conceptual 
instead of procedural) activities 

Individual participation in rich 
mathematical activities 

Discursive richness High discursive demands and supports  
(e.g., by tasks, representations, and teachers’ 
moves) 

Class engagement in rich discourse 
activities (e.g., explaining) or 
referencing to each other 

Individual participation in rich 
discourse activities (e.g., explaining)  
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2.2. Systematizing heterogeneous operationalizations for interaction quality in existing coding protocols 

Given the heterogeneity of existing coding protocols, Praetorius and Charalambous (2018) and Mu et al. (2022) called for a more 
explicit methodological discourse on how to operationalize the chosen conceptualizations for manageable analyses of larger video data 
sets. In order to facilitate this methodological discourse, we suggest some constructs for distinguishing operationalizations so that they 
can be articulated, compared, and discussed (Ing & Webb, 2012; Praetorius & Charalambous, 2018) and suggest a systematization of 
methodological decisions taken in existing coding protocols for interaction quality. 

For this systematization, we reviewed a (necessarily incomplete) selection of mathematics-specific coding protocols with the aim of 
identifying the conceptualizations and operationalizations underlying the studied quality features. We started with the first 
comprehensive international quality of teaching study, the TIMSS video study (Stigler et al., 1999). Then we added more recent studies 
on quality assessments which were evaluated as valid in the review by Bostic et al. (2021): IQA (the lesson observation part in Boston, 
2012), EQUIP (instructional and discourse factors in Marshall et al., 2010), MQI (Charalambous & Litke, 2018), RTOP (Sawada et al., 
2002), TRUMath (Schoenfeld, 2013), and OTOP (Flick et al., 2004). As this set of reviewed coding protocols predominantly focused on 

Table 2 
Quality features identified in video studies in three domains for interaction quality with operationalization base.  

Quality domain Focus Quality feature Coding protocol in which quality 
feature occurs 

Operationalization 
base 

Space for student 
talk 

Intended 
activation  

• Teacher’s questions  • TIMSS  • M, P 

Enacted 
activation  

• Communicative interactions (several features)  
• Students’ utterances  

• RTOP  
• PYTHAGORAS  

• P  
• P 

Individual 
partici- 
pation  

• Students’ utterances  • IQA  
• Sedova et al. (2019)  

• P  
• P 

Mathematical 
richness 

Intended 
activation  

• Potential of tasks  
• Intention of moves for cognitive activation  
• Potential for cognitive activation (modeling 

and argumentation)  

• IQA  
• PYTHAGORAS  
• COACTIV  

• T  
• M  
• T 

Enacted 
activation  

• Task implementation  
• Cognitive demand  
• Teachers’/students’ linking  
• Order of instruction  
• Knowledge acquisition  
• Student role  
• Content depth  
• Conceptual development  
• Richness of the mathematics  
• Errors and imprecisions  
• Students’ practices  
• Propositional knowledge  
• Coherence and accuracy  
• Cognitive demand, use of assessment  
• Students’ problem solving/metacognition  
• Challenge of ideas/multiple responses  
• Conceptual thinking/connections/multiple 

representations  

• IQA  
• IQA  
• IQA  
• EQUIP  
• EQUIP  
• EQUIP  
• EQUIP  
• EQUIP  
• MQI  
• MQI  
• MQI  
• RTOP  
• TRUMath  
• TRUMath  
• OTOP  
• OTOP  
• OTOP  

• T, P  
• T, M, P  
• T, M, P  
• P  
• P  
• T, M, P  
• P  
• T, M, P  
• T, M, P  
• T, M, P  
• P  
• T, M, P  
• T, M, P  
• M, P  
• M, P  
• M, P  
• T, M, P 

Individual 
partici- 
pation  

• (To our knowledge not captured quantitatively 
for individual students)   

Discursive 
richness 

Intended 
activation  

• Teacher’s questioning demand  • TALIS  
• TIMSS  

• M  
• M 

Enacted 
activation  

• Teacher’s press  
• Students’ providing  
• Questioning level/complexity/ecology  
• Communication pattern/classroom 

interactions  
• Agency: authority and accountability  
• Students’ discourse  

• IQA  
• IQA  
• EQUIP  
• EQUIP  
• TRUMath  
• OTOP  

• M, P  
• P  
• M  
• M  
• M, P  
• P 

Individual 
partici- 
pation  

• Students’ reasoning  
• Number of explanations per problem  
• Students’ contributions  

• Sedova et al. (2019)  
• Ing & Webb (2012)  
• PYTHAGORAS  

• P  
• P  
• P 

Note. T = task-based, M = move-based, P = practice-based 
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teachers’ activation rather than students’ individual participation and rarely on discursive richness, we enriched our selection with the 
following widely cited coding protocols to compensate for the one-sidedness: PYTHAGORAS (Lipowsky et al., 2007; Hugener et al., 
2006; Pauli & Lipowsky, 2007), Ing & Webb (2012), COACTIV (Neubrand et al., 2013; Kunter et al., 2013), Sedova et al. (2019), and 
TALIS (OECD, 2020). 

In Table 2, the nine conceptualizations from Table 1 are organized in the first two columns. The third column of Table 2 contains 
the identified quality features from the analyzed coding protocols. They are arranged according to their corresponding conceptuali-
zation for interaction quality, for example, the quality feature cognitive demand from IQA to the quality domain mathematical richness 
and the focus enacted interaction. Afterwards, also in reference to the coding manuals, we analyzed the applied operationalization 
bases that were decisive for rating high or low quality. The assignment was then made according to the intention of the coding 
protocol. For example, if the mathematical richness was more central than the discursive richness in the theoretical foundation or aims 
of the coding protocol, the quality feature was assigned to mathematical richness. As this process partly involved decisions relying on 
interpretations, decisions were reached through consensus between the authors and further researchers from the Dortmund research 
group. 

The overview in Table 2 shows that for each of the nine theoretically derived conceptualizations, diverse quality features have been 
studied. Sometimes they have almost the same names (e.g., students’ utterances in PYTHAGORAS and students’ providing in IQA), but 
this does not mean they were intended to measure the same conceptualization (as problematized by Mu et al., 2022; Praetorius & 
Charalambous, 2018). Yet there is an unequal occurrence of the conceptualizations: Most of the quality features identified in existing 
coding protocols have referred to the focus enacted activation, whereas less often, teachers’ intended activation and student individual 
participation have been focused on. Furthermore, more quality features have been studied for the domain mathematical richness than 
for discursive richness or space for students’ talk. 

The last column of Table 2 denotes how the quality features are operationalized, and for this we distinguished three different bases 
for how to capture mathematical or discursive richness:  

• Task-based operationalizations are used for rating the quality of demands and supports posed by tasks and representations. For 
example, a task can request students to practice a calculation procedure that has a lower demand than requesting an explanation for 
why a specific procedure works for particular numbers. 

• Move-based operationalizations are used for rating the quality of demands and supports posed by teachers’ moves in the class-
rooms, for instance, posed questions. Move-based operationalizations refer to the teacher’s intention for the interaction; thus, the 
focus is more on the teacher, in contrast to the jointly enacted practices that are focused on in practice-based operationalizations.  

• Practice-based operationalizations are used for rating the quality of interactively, jointly established, collectively, or individually 
enacted discourse practices, for example, joint explanations. Both the teacher’s and the students’ actions and utterances and their 
interplay are taken into account. 

Within the same conceptualization, the lines of Table 2 reveal a large heterogeneity in how the same quality dimensions (e.g., 
enacted discursive activation) are operationalized. Interaction quality is assessed based on tasks, moves, practices, or sometimes a 
mixture of these operationalization bases, often without clarity as to exactly which of the three is decisive for rating higher or lower 
quality. Table 2 does not document the multiple further measurement decisions taken for operationalizing the quality features, such as 
a rating of fixed or flexible time segments (from 5 min up to whole lessons) or rating of tasks; word-, sentence-, or turn-related fre-
quencies; or specific shares (e.g., numbers of explanations per problem in Ing & Webb, 2012). 

In the following, we discuss the overview for each of the quality domains: The quality domain space for student talk was oper-
ationalized mainly in practice-based ways, either in the enacted activation measuring all students’ utterances (RTOP; Sawada et al., 
2002) or in individual students’ participation in measuring individual students’ utterances (IQA; Boston, 2012). In the early TIMSS 
video study (Stigler et al., 1999), space for talk was operationalized by teachers’ moves, so only in the intended activation. This shows 
the heterogeneity of operationalizations even for the allegedly easiest quality domain, space for student talk. Also, the measurement 
decisions varied: Whereas some studies conducted a rating of rather large time segments (5-point scale in RTOP) other studies used 
turn- or time-related frequencies. 

The conceptualizations of the quality domain mathematical richness comprise several aspects, such as problem solving, proofing, 
and arguing. Hiebert and Grouws (2007) further found that mathematically rich learning opportunities tend to be shaped by teachers 
addressing and supporting students’ conceptual understanding (as opposed to a mere focus on procedures). Due to the multiple aspects 
constituting mathematical richness, it is challenging to compare different studies. In addition, the quality features are named 
differently and entail often slightly different conceptualizations (e.g., richness of the mathematics, MQI; conceptual development, 
EQUIP; or conceptual thinking, OTOP). Concerning the foci within mathematical richness, researchers have often focused on the 
conceptual richness of teachers’ intended activation when capturing only the task demands but not their enactment in classrooms (e.g., 
potential of the task in IQA; Boston, 2012) or teachers’ enacted activation in the ways teachers engage their classes in conceptual 
activities. This class engagement in conceptual activities has been captured in diverse operationalizations, by rating the quality of the 
task implementation by teaching practice (IQA; Boston, 2012), by the enacted move demand (Hugener et al., 2006), or in the con-
ceptual practices that are co-constructed in the interaction (e.g., in some 4-point scale ratings in MQI; Charalambous & Litke, 2018). 
Even the conceptual practices co-constructed in the interaction have been operationalized diversely and have differed, for example, in 
the extent to which they mainly comprise teachers’ enactment of mathematical richness in interaction (e.g., depths of the mathematics 
offered) or focus more on class engagement (e.g., level of student work). However, the published coding manuals have often not 
explicated the exact operationalization bases (task, moves, or practices) for the quality assessment. Often, several bases are mentioned 
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and combined, but without explicating the exact relation between the combined bases. 
Capturing the quality domain discursive richness has been challenging due to its interactive constitution in classroom talk. Thus it is 

often simplified in quantitative research approaches (Pauli & Reusser, 2015), for example, when researchers use a shortened period for 
analyzing discursive richness (e.g., 30 utterances in TIMSS; Stigler et al., 1999). Some studies have captured teachers’ intended 
activation using move-based operationalizations (e.g., TIMSS; Stigler et al., 1999) rather than enacted classroom discourse practice. 
Other studies have utilized a combination of moves and practices (e.g., IQA, Boston, 2012), or have focused mainly on practices (e.g., 
students’ discourse in OTOP; Flick et al., 2004) to capture the enacted discursive richness in the interaction. An individual student’s 
participation has been assessed by counting the number of students’ utterances with reasoning (e.g., Sedova et al., 2019) or by 
counting the contribution lengths in word or time-related measurements (e.g., PYTHAGORAS; Pauli & Lipowsky, 2007). This implies a 
considerable simplification of the individual student’s discursive activation or participation, which are criticized as under-complex 
approaches (Pauli & Reusser, 2015), rated only roughly in larger time segments or by counting the length of students’ sentences 
without taking into account different degrees of richness in the discourse practices. Summing up this brief literature review, we have 
seen a large variety of operationalizations applied in existing coding protocols for quantitatively capturing interaction quality in 
mathematics classrooms. The studied quality features have differed, particularly in terms of their focus on teachers’ intended acti-
vation, teachers’ enacted activation in the class engagement, and individual students’ participation (see Table 2). Furthermore, re-
searchers have utilized task-based, move-based, or practice-based operationalizations for judging the quality. In addition, different 
measurement decisions have been used that were likely to influence the studies’ empirical results (Ing & Webb, 2012), often without a 
well-substantiated methodological discourse on these differences and methodological choices. 

2.3. Refined research question 

The heterogeneity of conceptualizations and operationalizations for interaction quality raises the methodological question of how 
far these methodological decisions influence what empirical phenomena are captured (Cai et al., 2020; Mu et al., 2022; Praetorius & 
Charalambous, 2018). 

Differences between teachers’ intended activation and teachers’ enacted activation have often been shown (Columns 2 and 3 in 
Table 1; e.g., Hiebert et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2020). But the difference in quality features of interaction focusing on teachers’ enacted 
activation in the whole group of students and the participation of individual students in different operationalizations (Columns 3 and 4 
in Table 1) have not yet received much interest. The same applies to the relation between discursively rich student talk and 
non-qualified student talk, which has not yet been well investigated quantitatively despite all the qualitative findings emphasizing the 
difference. 

There have been studies comparing quality ratings with different coding protocols, in other words, focusing on the empirical 
comparison of quality ratings when different conceptualizations are used (e.g., Brunner, 2018). However, there has been less interest in 
empirically examining different operationalizations for the same conceptualizations than in comparing different conceptualizations 
(Ing & Webb, 2012). Thus, the scientific interest generally lies in investigating the extent to which it is worthwhile to decompose 
operationalizations in more detail. 

One reason why the subtle differences might not matter in many studies is that the chosen learning goals and selected tasks and 
representations already heavily influence the interaction quality. So studying the subtle differences captured with different concep-
tualizations and operationalizations for interaction quality is often confounded with these areas of instruction. That is why we decided 
to compare different conceptualizations and operationalizations in a video data corpus in which three other areas of instruction (listed 
by Hiebert & Grouws, 2007, p. 379) are held constant—the learning goals, the time allocated to particular topics, and the kinds of tasks 
and representations—while most of the interactions between teachers and students differ. On this background, we refine our research 
question as follows: 

How do different conceptualizations of interaction quality with their different operationalizations—task-based, move-based, and practice- 
based—correlate in a given video data corpus where the learning goals, tasks, and representations remain constant? 

3. Methodological framework for the empirical comparison of conceptualizations and operationalizations 

3.1. Research context and data corpus 

To pursue our research question, we draw upon a video data corpus gathered in the study MuM-Mesut (Prediger et al., 2022). 
Videos were recorded during small-group instruction that was aimed at developing conceptual understanding of fractions and their 
operations, with an integrated focus on enhancing students’ meaning-related language. The small-group instruction followed four 
design principles: engaging students in rich discourse practices (DP1), connecting multiple languages and representations (DP2), using 
macro-scaffolding in combined language- and content-learning trajectories (DP3), and building up an integrated shared 
meaning-related vocabulary before formal vocabulary (DP4; Prediger et al., 2022; Wessel & Erath, 2018). Students who participated in 
the intervention showed significantly higher learning gains than a control group with business-as-usual teaching (Prediger et al., 
2022). 

The video-recorded instruction was organized in teacher-led small groups (3–6 students) and spanned over five sessions of 90 min 
each. The groups were taught by pre-service teachers in their master’s studies or PhD students with teaching certificates. All lessons 
were video-recorded and students’ working materials were collected. Because the aim was to investigate the interdependencies be-
tween quality features and their (task-based, move-based, and practice-based) operationalizations, all students worked on nearly 
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identical tasks with the same representations. Some small groups received additional integrated lexical support (Wessel & Erath, 
2018). By keeping curriculum resources nearly identical and standardizing teachers’ intended activation in collective preparation 
sessions, differences in teachers’ enacted activations in the interactions and individual student’s participation became observable in a 
fine-grained way. 

The paper’s empirical section draws on data from 210 middle school students aged 10–14 years old participating in 49 small 
groups. About 30 h of video were analyzed that covered small groups’ work on knowledge inquiry, consolidation, and organization for 
reinventing the concept of equivalence of fractions. 

3.2. Analytic framework for the presented empirical study 

To study the commonalities and differences of various operationalizations, we created an analytic framework covering different 
conceptualizations from the theoretically derived cells in Table 1. To reduce complexity, we restricted the mathematical richness to 
conceptual richness (as opposed to a procedural focus; Hiebert & Grouws, 2007), which is included in all coding protocols (see 
Table 2). Given that intended and enacted activation has already been compared in other studies (Stigler et al., 1999), we did not focus 
on teachers’ intended activation but rather further pursued the two foci related to enacted activation and individual participation that 
sometimes occur as mixed in the existing coding protocols (see Table 2). Thus, each of the three quality domains was split into an 
activation dimension (conceptualized as class engagement) and a participation dimension, resulting in six refined conceptualizations 
(Fig. 1). 

For the operationalization of the refined conceptualizations into operationalized quality features (see Fig. 1), we systematically 
distinguished task-based, move-based, and practice-based operationalizations as derived and harmonized from existing coding pro-
tocols. This distinction will later allow us to study their relationship empirically and validate or invalidate implicit assumptions about 
their associations. 

Within the two quality dimensions of space for student talk, no qualification of richness is necessary, so space for student talk is 
simply operationalized as the relative length of all students’ talk (talk-related activation, abbreviated TA) or individual students’ talk 
(talk-related participation, abbreviated TP) in relation to the whole time on task. This is similar to Flanders (1970) and also to more 
recent coding protocols such as RTOP or IQA. 

In contrast, the other four quality dimensions require further operationalizations of conceptual richness and discursive richness. 
The literature review in Table 2 revealed that the richness is often captured in holistic ratings of larger time segments (Praetorius & 
Charalambous, 2018), but these holistic ratings in coding protocols have been criticized due to the quick loss of information (Pauli & 
Reusser, 2015) with their simplified measurement. It has been shown that video-lite coding or not tracking individual students’ actions 
can lead to more divergent empirical results than when operationalizing them with more detail (Ing & Webb, 2012). To substantiate 
the methodological choices in video-lite codings and holistic ratings and to ensure comparability with the talk-related dimensions, we 
chose a video-intensive coding by scrutinizing time measurements of interaction periods that meet a specific quality bar for the tasks, 
moves, or practices. 

To capture the conceptual or discursive richness of teachers’ and students’ engagement in task-based, move-based, and practice- 
based operationalizations, we developed basic codings for identifying the conceptually or discursively rich tasks (similar to Jordan 
et al., 2008), for identifying the conceptually or discursively rich teachers’ moves (distinction according to Hiebert & Grouws, 2007, 
for conceptual richness and Wessel & Erath, 2018, for discursive richness), and for identifying the conceptually and discursively rich 
discourse practices interactively established in the interaction (as formerly only conducted in qualitative studies, e.g., Erath et al., 
2018). This allows operationalization of conceptual and discursive richness in activation and participation by the relative length of 
time spent in conceptually and discursively rich interaction, characterized by the identified conceptually or discursively rich tasks, 
moves, or practices. The details of the analytic framework are presented in the next section. 

Fig. 1. Successively refining the assessment of interaction quality in the analytic framework of this paper.  
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3.3. Methods of data analysis: quality features with different operationalizations 

The analytic framework was realized and applied in a data analysis consisting of four steps: 

3.3.1. Step 1: Basic coding 
The following basic codings were conducted on video data, transcripts, or curriculum resources from all 49 small groups in 

Transana (Multiuser 3.32d). Student assistants were introduced to the low-inferent basic coding and intensively trained for the high- 
inferent basic coding based on a coding manual:  

• The basic coding of time on task was captured by measuring the group time spent on selected tasks, excluding breaks, organization, 
and off-topic time. Capturing the total time on task serves to calculate all small groups’ relative lengths (for comparable values of 
the different operationalizations between 0 and 1). In the basic coding utterances, the length of each student’s and teacher’s ut-
terances was measured in seconds. The length of utterances was used in the high-inferent codings for further quality coding steps.  

• For the basic coding of task demand, all 35 tasks with 78 subtasks were coded from two perspectives. Similar to Jordan et al. (2008), 
tasks were categorized according to their focus on lexical, procedural, or conceptual knowledge for grasping the mathematical 
demand. The quality bar of conceptually rich tasks was met by tasks with high conceptual demands. Following Erath et al. (2021), 
the tasks were identified as discursively rich when entailing discursive demands of explaining or reporting procedure, or no 
discursive demand (such as stating a pure number).  

• For the two high-inferent basic codings (teachers’ move demand and discourse practices), a preparatory step in data analysis was 
necessary: identifying sense-making units. They begin with teachers’ or students’ initiation of a problem or question and end when 
the problem or question is interactively marked as being finished (similar in Schwarz et al., 2021). In cases of non-conformity 
between coders, a sense-making unit’s length was agreed upon in a consensus-building process. The discrepancies were recor-
ded and discussed regularly in the team of all coders. To identify conceptually rich moves, conceptual or procedural knowledge 
demands or neither of these were coded. The basic coding of discourse practices comprises the teachers’ and students’ talk in 
discourse practices, distinguishing non-discursive practices (such as one-word answers and less than half sentences) and rich 
discourse practices (such as reporting, explaining, and arguing), with or without conceptual focus. The predominant discourse 
practice of each sense-making unit was assigned to the whole unit. In this way, the students’ and teachers’ talking length (in 
seconds) in the respective discourse practice (sequential, integrated, or non-discursive) can be measured. Illustrative examples of 
discourse practices that have been identified as discursively rich or not have been documented in Wessel and Erath (2018) and 
Quabeck and Erath (2022). 

3.3.2. Step 2: Control of interrater reliability 
The two high-inferent basic codings were coded independently by two raters. Interrater reliability was controlled for the high- 

inferent codings in R Studio (version 3.6.3, DescTools package). The determined Cohen’s κ of 0.90 for teachers’ move demands 
and 0.91 for the richness of discourse practices indicated that interrater reliability was very good (Döring & Bortz, 2016) for both 
high-inferent basic codings. 

3.3.3. Step 3: Deriving quality features from the basic coding 
Table 3 shows how all the quality features are operationalized. In order to ensure comparability, all quality features are determined 

as the relative length of group time or the relative length of group talk spent in each feature, given in percent out of total time on task. 
The limitations of this time-related measurement are discussed in Section 5.2. Based on the basic codings, conceptual and discursive 
richness in activation and participation are operationalized by the relative length of time spent in conceptually and discursively rich 
interaction, characterized by the identified conceptually or discursively rich tasks, moves, or practices. So, the quality features are 
measured in proportions between 0 % and 100 %. 

Table 3 
Analytic framework for quality features for interaction operationalized in task-, move-, and practice-based ways (Relative length of time spent in each 
feature, given in percent out of total time on task).   

Quality features in task-based 
operationalization -t 

Quality features in move-based 
operationalization -m 

Quality features in practice-based  
operationalization -p 

Talk-related activation TA Relative length of all students’ talk (with a varying richness of tasks, moves, and practices) 
Talk-related participation TP Relative length of individual talk (with a varying richness of tasks, moves, and practices) 
Conceptual activation CA-t Relative length of group time 

spent on conceptual tasks 
CA-m Relative length of group time 
spent on conceptual moves 

CA-p Relative length of group talk spent on 
conceptual practices (including teacher) 

Conceptual participation CP-t Relative length of individual talk 
spent on conceptual tasks 

CP-m Relative length of individual talk 
spent on conceptual moves 

CP-p Relative length of individual talk spent on 
conceptual practices 

Discursive activation DA-t Relative length of group time 
spent on discursive tasks  

DA-p Relative length of group talk spent on rich 
discourse practices (including teacher) 

Discursive participation DP-t Relative length of individual talk 
spent on discursive tasks  

DP-p Relative length of individual talk spent on 
rich discourse practices  
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For example, the quality of conceptual activation is operationalized by the relative length of group time spent on conceptually rich 
tasks and moves (CA-t, CA-m) and by the relative length of group talk on conceptually rich practices (CA-p). A high proportion of CA-t 
means, that the teacher focuses the discussion more often on conceptual tasks than on procedural tasks. In groups with a high pro-
portion of CA-m, the teachers engage the students for a relatively long time with their conceptually rich moves, for instance, by 
demanding the connections of representations for the part-whole concept. 

A high proportion of CA-p means that the group engages for a comparatively greater length of time in the enactment of verbal 
conceptual practices such as explaining the meaning of a mathematical concept. For conceptual participation, we refer again to the 
relative length of talk time spent by individual students in contributing to conceptually rich tasks (CP-t), conceptually rich moves (CP- 
m), and conceptual practices (CP-p), expressed as a percent of the total time on task. 

The discursive activation is operationalized by newly developed high-inferent basic codings (Table 4) but is similar to the con-
ceptual activation as the relative length of group time spent on the identified discursively rich tasks (DA-t), for instance, tasks 
demanding oral or written explanations, justifications, or reasoning, and the group talk on discourse practices (DA-p), for instance, 
interactively negotiating mathematical meanings or reporting procedures. The discursive activation is not operationalized by teachers’ 
moves (no DA-m), because the same articulated teacher move might initiate students explaining meanings or telling stories, depending 
on the norms established in the classes. Therefore, moves are not a valid base for operationalizing discursive richness. For discursive 
participation, we apply two quality features that comprise the relative length of talk time spent by individual students in contributing 
to discursive tasks (DP-t) and discursive practices (DP-p). 

3.3.4. Step 4: Calculating statistics 
Descriptive statistics were conducted in R studio (package DescTools) for determining the mean (as an average relative length in 

relation to time on task across all 49 groups), standard deviation, and Pearson’s product moment correlation r between 13 out of 14 
quality features. Due to technical challenges, the length of individual talk in conceptual move demands was only captured in a sub-
sample of 29 groups, so the quality feature CP-m is only reported in the descriptive statistics but excluded from investigating corre-
lations. Additionally, a linear regression was conducted for investigating the association between three quality features with strong 
overlap. 

4. Quantitative results on connections between quality features 

To analyze the extent to which the quality features for interaction with their task-based, move-based, and practice-based oper-
ationalizations are associated in our video data corpus, we first present all descriptive results for the captured quality features (Section 
4.1) and then the correlations between quality features (Section 4.2). 

4.1. Overview of descriptive results for different conceptualizations and operationalizations 

Within the analytic framework, interaction quality was conceptualized in six quality dimensions, each of them operationalized in 
different ways into 14 quality features (Fig. 1). Table 4 documents the descriptive results: the mean (as an average relative length in 
relation to time on task across all 49 groups) and standard deviation for each quality feature, as recommended by Döring and Bortz 
(2016), for transparency. 

The mean of talk-related activation (33.4 % for TA) corresponds to Flanders’ (1970) classical “one third” for all students’ talk time. 
The mean of individual students’ talk-related participation (7.7 % for TP) was high, compared to whole-class settings (e.g., in TIMSS 
1999, Hiebert et al., 2003), as individual students tend to have more space for talk in small-group settings. However, even these most 
superficial quality features had very high standard deviations (SD 13.7 % for TA and SD 5.2 % for TP), which means that the class 

Table 4 
Distribution of quality features with mean (M), and SD for relative lengths in the 49 groups, (CP-m only in a subsample of 29 groups, therefore 
excluded in the following analyses).  

Quality 
dimension 

Quality 
feature 

Operationalization of the quality features (Relative length of time spent in each quality, given in 
percent in relation to total time on task of the group) 

m (SD) for relative 
length 

Talk-related 
activation 

TA Relative length of all students’ talk 33.4 % (13.7 %) 

Talk-related 
participation 

TP Relative length of individual talk 7.7 % (05.2 %) 

Conceptual 
activation 

CA-t Relative length of group time spent on conceptual tasks 77.4 % (10.9 %) 
CA-m Relative length of group time spent on conceptual moves 35.3 % (12.9 %) 
CA-p Relative length of group talk spent on conceptual practices 23.5 % (12.3 %) 

Conceptual 
participation 

CP-t Relative length of individual talk spent on conceptual tasks 5.5 % (04.1 %) 
CP-m Relative length of individual talk spent on conceptual moves 4.5 % (03.1 %) 
CP-p Relative length of individual talk spent on conceptual practices 2.8 % (02.7 %) 

Discursive 
activation 

DA-t Relative length of group time spent on discursive tasks 58.4 % (14.2 %) 
DA-p Relative length of group talk spent on rich discourse practices 33.0 % (11.8 %) 

Discursive 
participation 

DP-t Relative length of individual talk spent on discursive tasks 4.6 % (03.8 %) 
DP-d Relative length of individual talk spent on rich discourse practices 3.9 % (03.2 %)  
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engagement as captured by talk-related activation TA and the individual talk-related participation TP varied strongly between the 49 
small groups. 

For each of the quality dimensions conceptual activation and conceptual participation, three quality features with different 
operationalizations can be compared. Their means differed strongly for different operationalizations: task-based operationalizations 
revealed substantially higher means than move-based operationalizations and practice-based operationalizations. With respect to 
conceptual activation, the small groups spent most of the time on conceptual task demands (77.4 % of CA-t); however, teachers did not 
enact all the time on task with rich conceptual moves (35.3 % for CA-m) or in rich conceptual practices (23.5 % for CA-p). For the 
individual conceptual participation, the relative length of individual talk on conceptual tasks (5.5 % for CP-t) exceeded the relative 
length of individual talk enacted after conceptual moves (4.5 % for CP-m) and the individual talk enacted in rich conceptual practices 
(2.8 % for CP-p), all in percent of total time on task. Thus, similar to the conceptual activation operationalized by task demand, not 
every student’s contribution seemed to meet the demands necessary for participating in conceptual practices for constructing 
mathematically rich conceptual knowledge, even when articulated on conceptual tasks and after conceptual moves. 

For discursive activation, the average relative length of group time spent on discursively rich tasks (58.4 % for DA-t) exceeded the 
relative length of group talk spent in rich discourse practices (33.0 % for DA-p). This is similar to the results in the conceptual acti-
vation; however, relative length of group time spent on discursively rich tasks was lower than the relative group time spent on 
conceptual tasks. The difference also existed between the individual participation when assessed with the task- or practice-based 
operationalizations. 

4.2. Correlations between operationalizations for the same quality dimensions 

4.2.1. Overview of correlations between all quality features 
The differences in the distribution of quality features for the same quality dimension but with different operationalizations leads to 

the question of how exactly the quality features based on different conceptualizations and operationalizations are associated. In  
Table 5, we present all correlations between all quality features, the dependencies between differently operationalized quality features 
of the same quality dimensions, and quality features from different quality dimensions with the same operationalization. Overall, the 
range of correlations between r = 0.01 and 0.93 was remarkable, the significant correlations ranged from irrelevant associations of 
0.15 via medium associations between 0.3 and 0.5 and strong associations above 0.5 (Cohen, 1988). Low correlations (below 0.3) and 
medium correlations (between 0.3 and 0.5) must be interpreted as measuring different phenomena, even for quality features previ-
ously treated as measuring the same. For example, the correlation between a task-based operationalization of conceptual activation 
and (CA-t) and a practice-based operationalization of conceptual activation (CA-p) was only r = 0.15. This means that the relative 
length of group time spent on conceptually rich tasks was not necessarily closely related to the intensity in which students were 
engaged in conceptual practices. 

The five quality features capturing individual students’ participation (TP, CP-t, CP-p, DP-t, and DP-p) seemed to be more closely 
associated to each other (r between 0.67 and 0.93) than the eight quality features capturing teacher activation (r between 0.01 and 
0.81). 

The connection between activation and participation within the same dimension and operationalization (e.g., DA-t and DP-t) was 
highly varied and worth being discussed in more depth in the next subsections. 

4.2.2. Correlations between operationalized quality features in the same quality dimension 
It is of high methodological importance to discuss in more depth how the quality features within the same quality dimensions differ 

or coincide when operationalized differently. Therefore, this section discusses the correlations between task-based, move-based, and 
practice-based operationalizations. Talk-related quality dimensions are not considered since they are operationalized in only one way. 

Given the absence of quantitative comparisons of different operationalizations and the missing attention to possible differences, the 
implicit hypothesis so far might have been that the operationalizations might all capture the same phenomena within a conceptual-
ization, so the correlations might be expected to be high, in particular for move-based and practice-based operationalizations, which 

Table 5 
Correlations (Pearson’s r) between quality features in the video data set of 49 groups and 210 students (correlations marked in bold are significant 
with p < 0.05)  

Relative length of … 
out of time on task 

TA TP CA-t CA-m CA-p CP-t CP-p DA-t DA-p DP-t DP-p 

TA | … all students’ talk 1 0.57 0.21 0.19 0.14 0.52 0.27 0.13 0.27 0.49 0.32 
TP | … student’s individual talk 1 0.11 0.07 0.09 0.93 0.67 0.07 0.14 0.86 0.75 
CA-t | … group time spent on conceptual tasks 1 0.20 0.15 0.25 0.16 0.57 0.16 0.29 0.15 
CA-m | … group time spent on conceptual moves 1 0.45 0.11 0.21 0.03 0.65 0.03 0.26 
CA-p | … group talk spent on conceptual practices (incl. teacher) 1 0.13 0.46 0.13 0.67 0.13 0.26 
CP-t | … individual talk spent on conceptual tasks 1 0.67 0.07 0.17 0.85 0.73 
CP-p | … individual talk in conceptual practices 1 0.09 0.32 0.64 0.89 
DA-t | … group time spent on discursive tasks 1 0.01 0.43 0.04 
DA-p| … group talk spent in rich discourse practices 1 0.1 0.4 
DP-t | … individual talk spent on discursive tasks 1 0.67 
DP-p | … individual talk spent on rich discourse practices 1  
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qualitative studies have often showed to have interplay (e.g., Webb et al., 2008). 
These possibly hypothesized connections were only partially found in the data (Table 5). Fig. 2 depicts the selected correlations for 

conceptual activation and conceptual participation from Table 5 in a graphical way: The horizontal black lines show the correlations 
between quality features within the same quality dimension and the grey lines between the two quality dimensions. 

For conceptual participation, the correlation between the task-based quality feature CP-t and the practice-based CP-p was high 
(r = 0.67) but was not 1. This means that the time spent by an individual student talking about conceptual tasks was not necessarily 
filled with conceptual practices, and those students that participated most in conceptual tasks tended to substantially contribute to 
conceptual practices, but not necessarily to most. 

For conceptual activation, the practice-based operationalization correlated moderately with move-based operationalization 
(r = 0.45). This means that what teachers’ moves demanded for the oral discussion in the conceptual activation was moderately 
associated with teachers’ and students’ actual conceptual practices (see Quabeck & Erath, 2022, for a qualitative illustration from a 
transcript). In contrast, the task-based quality feature CA-t correlated with the move-based and practice-based quality features only 
weakly, with r of 0.15 and 0.2. This means that more time in conceptual tasks was only loosely associated with an emphasis on 
conceptual moves and only loosely associated with time spent on conceptual practices. 

Between conceptual activation and conceptual participation, the highest correlation was between CA-p and CP-p (r = 0.46), but it 
was lower (r ≤ 0.25) for all other associations between activation (CA-t, CA-m, and CA-p) and individual participation (CP-t and CP-p). 

Fig. 3 depicts the same information for discursive activation and discursive participation, which were only operationalized by task- 
based and practice-based features, not by move-based features. Again, the task-based and practice-based operationalizations of 
discursive participation showed high correlations (r = 0.67 for DP-t and DP-p). In contrast, the task-based (DA-t) and practice-based 
operationalizations (DA-p) of discursive activation were not connected in our data (r = 0.01, non-significant). Qualitative insights into 
the video data explain the not significant association: We found examples of teachers spending more time on tasks with low discursive 
demands but still eliciting rich discourse practices whereas some teachers spent a great deal of time in discursively rich tasks but 
without engaging the group in rich discourse practices. Thus, our data showed that working with the same discursive task demands did 
not automatically imply an enactment of rich discourse practices. However, this points towards more emphasis on the investigation of 
small groups’ individual student’s participation in interactions. 

Between discursive activation and discursive participation, the correlations are moderate between the operationalizations within 
the same bases (r = 0.40 for DA-p and DP-p; r = 0.43 for DA-t and DP-t), and non-significant and very small for the two other com-
binations (r ≤ 0.1). This means, for instance, that the class engagement in discursively rich tasks (DA-t) did not necessarily coincide 
with an individual student’s rich discursive participation, assessed by the relative length of individual talk in rich discourse practices 
(DP-p). A student’s individual talk in rich discourse practices also occurred in other task demands. 

4.2.3. Correlations between quality features of different quality dimensions and similar operationalizations 
In this section, we investigate the influence of the conceptualizations (in the vertical relations in Table 3), in other words, how talk- 

related, conceptual, and discursive quality dimensions were related. The previous section revealed that operationalizations mattered 
substantially, and activation and participation were associated only moderately, which is why only correlations between features with 
the same operationalization base were considered. As move-based operationalizations were only available for the conceptual di-
mensions, we restrained our analysis to task-based and practice-based operationalizations, each for both activation and participation. 

Qualitative case studies have been interpreted to suggest that no space for talk involves no discursively or mathematically rich talk, 
and mathematically and discursively rich talk always coincide (e.g., Moschkovich, 1999; Walshaw & Anthony, 2008), which would 
suggest high correlations, or at least 0.40/0.50 as in Prediger and Neugebauer (2021). As talk is often at the same time conceptually 
and discursively rich, we expect a closer connection between those two quality domains than to the talk-related quality dimensions. 

These hypothesized correlations were indeed found in the data set in Table 5, more for individual participation than for activation.  
Fig. 4 depicts the correlations of talk-related, conceptual, and discursive activation, on the left between the task-based operational-
izations and on the right between the practice-based operationalizations. 

The task-based operationalizations with and without qualifying the richness were not strongly associated (r = 0.13 for TA – DA-t, 
non-significant, and r = 0.21 for TA – CA-t), but moderately associated for task-based conceptual and discursive activation (r = 0.57). 

For the practice-based operationalizations, the correlations between conceptualizations were moderate (r = 0.27 for TA – DA-p and 

Fig. 2. Correlations between quality features in task-based, move-based, and practice-based operationalizations for conceptual activation and 
conceptual participation (non-significant correlations are depicted with dotted lines). 
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r = 0.67 for DA-p – CA-p) with one exception (r = 0.14 for TA – CA-p). 
Comparing the correlations of the task- and practice-based operationalizations, the conceptual and discursive dimensions (DA-t – 

CA-t; CA-p – DA-p) were in closer connection (r ≥ 0.57) than each of the quality features was to the talk-related quality dimension 
(r ≤ 0.27), the length of talk that was not qualified as rich (TA). However, for example, the association between talk-related and 
discursive dimensions seemed to be closer for the practice-based operationalizations (r = 0.27) than for the task-based operational-
izations (r = 0.14). 

To summarize, global statements about associations of quality dimensions cannot be provided as they fluctuated strongly with their 
operationalizations. Nevertheless, as the lowest correlations to the surface conceptualization of talk-related activation existed, we can 
at least infer that conceptual and discursive activation are in closer connection. 

In contrast to the varying correlations in teachers’ enacted activation, which indicated different patterns of small groups’ 
engagement in the interaction, the correlations in the individual students’ participation were much higher (Fig. 5). This was evident for 
the relations between talk-related and discursive (TP and DP-t; TP and DP-p), talk-related and conceptual (TP and CP-t; TP and CP-p), 
and discursive and conceptual participation (CP-t and DP-t; CP-p and DP-p). The lowest correlation (r = 0.67) was between the relative 
length of any individual talk not qualified in richness (TP) and the individual talk in conceptual practices (CP-p). Notwithstanding its 
strong connection, this shows that there was a difference when conceptualizing and operationalizing the quality and quantity of an 
individual students talk. 

Hence, the methodological question arises in how far the individual students’ discursive participation was already fully explained 
by the relative length of any individual talk not qualified in richness and conceptual participation, when operationalized in practice- 
based ways. As this question refers to the three quality features at the same time, it was pursued by multiple linear regression. The 
question of to what extent any individual talk time (TP) already explains the rich discursive participation is methodologically relevant 
because capturing all individual contributions (TP) does not necessitate extensive highly inferential coding as it does for the rich 
discourse practices (DP-p, CP-p). 

Table 6 presents the results of the linear regression. It shows that individual students’ participation in rich discourse practices (DP- 
p) was predicted by both students’ individual conceptual participation (CP-p) and talk-related participation (TP) with a high explained 
variance R2. The talk-related participation alone did not predict the discursive participation as well as the combined model. For 
capturing the quality of students’ participation, it was thus important to conceptualize and operationalize all three quality dimensions. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Summary 

In this paper, we focused on a specific area of the deeper structure of instruction, namely interaction quality, by which we mean 
processes of the collective negotiating meanings of mathematical ideas (Bauersfeld, 1988; Walshaw & Anthony, 2008). Whereas there 
has been wide agreement that interaction quality matters for creating mathematically rich learning opportunities (Walshaw & An-
thony, 2008), the methodological discourse on how to measure interaction quality and what to measure exactly is still ongoing, as the 
implicitness and heterogeneity of measurement approaches hinder a clear comparison of findings from different studies (Bostic et al., 

Fig. 3. Correlations between quality features in task-based, and practice-based operationalizations for discursive activation and discursive 
participation (non-significant correlations are depicted in dotted lines). 

Fig. 4. Similar operationalizations—other conceptualization: Correlation between quality features for talk-related, conceptual, and discursive 
activation within task-based and practice-based operationalizations (non-significant correlations are depicted with dotted lines). 
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2021; Cai et al., 2020; Mu et al., 2022; Praetorius & Charalambous, 2018). As first examples have been given that conceptualizations 
and operationalizations can considerably influence the empirical results (Ing & Webb, 2012), our paper intends to contribute to this 
methodological discourse by offering constructs to describe and compare conceptualizations and operationalizations more 
systematically. 

For making conceptualization decisions explicit, we systematized and studied different (often implicit) conceptualizations of 
interaction quality starting from three main quality domains identified in several case studies (see Lampert & Cobb, 2003): the pure 
space for student talk, mathematical (in particular conceptual) richness of the talk, and discursive richness of the talk. Furthermore, the 
focus of the conceptualization can be on teachers’ intended activation or teachers’ enacted activation (which has been shown not to be 
the same; Stigler et al., 1999) or individual students’ participation, as their systematic investigation has been repeatedly identified as a 
research gap (Ing et al., 2015). 

For contributing to a deeper methodological discourse on the impacts of operationalization decisions, quality features of existing 
video studies and coding protocols were analyzed and systematized. The literature review (in Sections 2.1, 2.2) revealed a large variety 
of heterogeneous quality features with task-based, move-based, or practice-based operationalizations and different ways for mea-
surements (e.g., turn- or time-related rating or counting), often only roughly described in the reviewed papers. Based on the literature 
review, we narrowed down our analytic framework to six quality dimensions and several operationalizations for each, resulting in 
fourteen quality features that must be understood as only one (well-justified) example for different conceptualizations and oper-
ationalizations for fueling the methodological discourse. 

Our empirical study contributes to the methodological discourse on both what to conceptualize and how to operationalize by 
disentangling different operationalizations in a video data set that was optimized for comparing interaction quality while keeping 
learning content, tasks, and representations constant. Although it might be theoretically plausible that by different conceptualizations 
and operationalizations different aspects of interaction quality are measured, this has sometimes been neglected in research design 
choices and transparency of reports (Mu et al., 2022). That the empirical evidence in this data set of 49 small-group classrooms 
supports the statement that methodological choices really matter is a finding of high methodological importance. 

In all quality features, our empirical data show a large variety in teachers’ enacted activations and individual students’ partici-
pation and weak associations between them, which empirically underlines the request to treat them as different phenomena (Char-
alambous & Praetorius, 2018), and to capture individual students’ participation using more than students’ self-reports (as in TALIS; 
OECD, 2020). 

Unlike the missing discourse might suggest, assessing a quality dimension with different operationalizations leads to different 
judgments (which strengthens the first evidence offered by Ing & Webb, 2012). The descriptive results on occurrence and deviations of 
the quality features in Table 4 already stress empirically that the different conceptualizations and operationalizations do not capture 
exactly the same phenomena. Theoretically, it is not astonishing that different conceptualizations can lead to different empirical 
results. However, it is remarkable that the choice of operationalizing quality features as task-, move- or practice-based leads to 
empirical results that differ strongly in their interpretation: In our data, the task-based features suggest a high interaction quality with 
students being engaged in conceptual activities in the task (CA-t is 77.4 %). But when assessing the enacted practices, the quality is 
judged much lower (CA-p is 23.5 %). This suggests that studying the correlations between the operationalized quality features might be 
of interest. 

Within the same conceptualization in a quality dimension, we hypothesized and identified a closer relationship between the move- 
based and practice-based operationalizations than between task-based and practice-based operationalizations for conceptual activa-
tion (Fig. 2). This quantitative result resonates with case study findings (e.g., Walshaw & Anthony, 2008; Webb et al., 2008), since 

Fig. 5. Similar operationalization—other conceptualization: Correlation between quality features for talk-related, conceptual, and discursive 
participation within task-based and practice-based operationalizations (non-significant correlations are depicted in dotted lines). 

Table 6 
Multiple linear regression for predicting discursive participation (DP-p) by talk-related participation (TP) and conceptual participation (CP-p).   

Estimate (b) Standard error t-value p 

(Intercept)  0.002  0.002  1.233 0.21 
CP-p  0.844  0.045  19.145 < 0.001 
TP  0.169  0.023  7.428 < 0.001 

R2 
= 0.8415, F (2, 207) = 549.5, p < 0.001 
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working in mathematically rich, conceptual moves requires teachers to initiate and continuously support the class engagement in 
conceptual practices (Erath et al., 2018). Some studies have claimed a closer relationship between mathematically rich task demands 
and teacher moves when training teachers to implement those tasks in a specific way (Mata-Pereira & da Ponte, 2017). The existing 
association in our data, however, is only moderate when keeping the tasks constant across groups. The qualitative study by Franke 
et al. (2015) might offer an explanation: When teachers enact similarly rich mathematical move demands, this does not always 
coincide with similarly challenging discursive class engagement (see also in Cai et al., 2020; Walshaw & Anthony, 2008). Thus, when 
assessing the quality of conceptual activation, capturing teachers’ move demands is not sufficient to capture all relevant differences in 
the interaction (see Quabeck & Erath, 2022, for a case study of two exemplary teachers whose enactment of conceptual practices 
considerably differed while enacting similar move-based quality). For the students’ individual mathematical and discursive partici-
pation, we identified closer relationships between quality features with different operationalizations (r = 0.67) than for the teachers’ 
enacted activation. Summing up, the low correlations between task-based operationalizations and the move- and practice-based 
operationalizations in teachers’ enacted activation (r ≤ 0.2; Section 4.2.2) indicate that in our data the measurement of interaction 
quality cannot be simplified to task-based operationalizations. In another publication, we will show that they vary also substantially in 
their power to predict students’ learning gains (Prediger et al., in press). 

When keeping the operationalization constant, correlations between different conceptualizations (talk-related, conceptual, and 
discursive quality dimensions) can be compared. When all operationalizations captured the same phenomena reliably, the connections 
between conceptualizations should be similar. Our data in Figs. 4 and 5 indicate that connections between conceptualizations are 
slightly different for task-based operationalizations than for practice-based operationalizations. To investigate in-depth the rela-
tionship between the quality dimensions (Decristan et al., 2020; Pauli & Reusser, 2015), we pursued a time-consuming practice-based 
operationalization by coding every student’s utterance according to the richness of the discourse practices. As actively talking is a 
prerequisite for rich talking, it was expectable that the talk-related and discursive/conceptual participation were related, but the 
correlations in Figs. 4 and 5 quantify to what degree they are not the same. Both in the practice- and task-based operationalizations, the 
quality dimensions discursive and mathematical richness are in closer connection than their association to any talk in the talk-related 
quality dimensions. This was expected from the literature (e.g., Mercer et al., 1999; Sedova et al., 2019); however, our results provide 
quantified evidence that any talk differs strongly from mathematically and discursively rich talk. The multiple linear regression 
(Table 6) for predicting discursive participation (DP-p) from talk-related and conceptual participation (TP, CP-p) gives additional 
evidence that any talk (TP) has only a low explanation power for a student’s individual participation in rich discourse practices. In 
contrast, CP-p explains a lot of the variance for DP-p that underlines the intertwinement of discursively and mathematically rich 
interaction (Erath et al., 2018). 

5.2. Limitations 

Of course, the empirical results presented and discussed must be interpreted with respect to the specificities of the data collected 
and analyzed. Our chosen conceptualizations and operationalizations, and hence the empirical analyses, depend on our broader 
understanding of mathematics learning, but we have tried to make this broader understanding transparent and comprehensible. Given 
the comparable conditions in the small-group teaching and nearly identical curriculum resources aiming at students’ conceptual 
understanding, the empirical results detect more subtle differences between task-based, move-based, and practice-based operation-
alizations that might be less relevant in classes with stronger variation in declared learning goals, tasks, representations, and cur-
riculum resources. 

Furthermore, our small-group settings (with fewer students in total) increase the chances for individual students to participate in 
interactions as space for participation is only shared with (on average) four other students rather than more than 25 as in whole-class 
settings. In our study, we observed a relatively high number of quick switches in who was speaking, which coincided with contri-
butions that were often brief in nature. This type of communication is different from what is typically expected in a whole-class setting, 
where it is more typical to have fewer contributions made by a smaller number of students (Erath et al., 2018; Sedova et al., 2019). 
Thus, in whole-class settings we would expect higher differences in individual talk-related, discursive, and conceptual participation 
when single students make longer contributions and others none. For the comparison of descriptive results (mean, SD), this is 
important: Students’ talk-related participation evidently depends on the setting (7.7 % in time on task in this study versus on average 
0.2 %, in Sedova et al., 2019). In addition, we would expect mathematically or linguistically less proficient students to have lower 
participation and engagement in classroom discussions in comparison to their more proficient peers (Lipowsky et al., 2007), which 
might have been addressed by the small-group teachers’ more easily. Based on these specificities of the data, we can only speculate on 
how the small-group setting also influences the relation of quality dimensions, which should be studied in the future. Additionally, 
alternative conceptualizations and operationalizations should be studied in depth in order to increase the reliability of the findings. 

The major limitation of our time measurements for moments of interaction above a defined quality bar (in conceptually or 
discursively rich tasks, moves, or practices) is that the underlying assumption (the more rich talk, the better for the learning) might be 
wrong. For the moment, this assumption is only justified by the qualitative analysis that provided insights into the powerful learning 
opportunities occurring in the moments of high-quality interaction (Webb et al., 2021; Quabeck & Erath, 2022). In the future, we 
intend to investigate the appropriateness of our assumption by analyzing how the different quality features influence students’ 
learning gains, taking into account different student prerequisites (e.g., Bostic et al., 2021; Brophy, 2000; Decristan et al., 2020). 

A further limitation is the choice of the selected frameworks for the literature review on possible operationalizations. Whereas most 
of the quality features identified stem from Bostic et al.’s (2021) review of valid coding protocols and therefore measurement of quality 
can be assured, the additional frameworks were added successively to fill “empty cells” in Table 2. Thus, we call for a more systematic 
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procedure in a follow-up study to insure that all the ways of operationalizing the nine conceptualizations of interaction quality are 
included. 

Finally, a limitation of the current paper is that it did not yet provide evidence that the identified differences in capturing quality 
features also influence their ways of predicting students learning gains, because this would have overloaded the current paper. 
However, another publication will reveal that varying operationalizations and conceptualizations also have an impact on their pre-
dictive power for students’ learning gains (Prediger et al., in press). 

5.3. Implications for future research 

In spite of its limitations, the current study can contribute to the ongoing methodological discourse about how to conceptualize and 
operationalize interaction quality in quantitative coding protocols with more care. The already raised concerns about conceptuali-
zations and operationalizations (Cai et al., 2020; Praetorius & Charalambous, 2018) can be empirically substantiated by this study as 
has previously been done only by Ing and Webb (2012). 

Of course, every quantitative coding protocol must necessarily simplify the complexities of interaction identified in qualitative 
studies (Lampert & Cobb, 2003). In the academic communication about coding protocols, however, the necessary and deliberate 
simplifications should be made more transparent, with the methodological choices being explicitly articulated and justified. Our 
constructs of quality domains (in our case space for talk, mathematical richness, and discursive richness; further quality domains 
should be added in the future), focus (teachers’ intended activation, teachers’ enacted activation, and student individual participa-
tion), and task-based, move-based, or practice-based operations offer a language to describe concisely the methodological choices 
taken in the coding protocols. They also do the same for measurement decisions (in our case, time-based measurements, but future 
study should investigate other measurements such as turn-based and frequency-based measurements). Empirical findings such as those 
of our and other studies (e.g., Ing & Webb, 2012) can help to justify each researcher’s choices with more care. 

For this reason, we also call for more studies that investigate alternative operationalizations in their coding protocols and account 
for different outcomes according to the operationalizations. This would strengthen the empirical foundations of methodological 
choices in the future and ensure higher comparability of the findings. 

With these findings, we can provide an empirical base for the methodological concerns about the impacts of operationalizations 
raised by Praetorius and Charalambous (2018), Mu et al. (2022), and Cai et al. (2020). Future researchers should strive for deeper 
methodological discourses aiming at further exploring the impact of conceptualization and operationalization decisions for gaining 
comparable empirical results. 
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